The role of startle fluctuation and non-response startle reflex in tracking amygdala dynamics
The startle reflex is considered a sensitive defensive reaction to potential threats that manifests as a unique eye blink-like pattern in the EMG. Typically, these blink responses have a normal bell-shaped curve above baseline activity, and are often elicited by presenting loud acoustic noises via headphones or puffs of air to the eyeball (Lissek, et al, 2005; Yeomans & Frankland 1995) . Research has demonstrated that the magnitude of the startle amplitude is directly related to amygdala activity (LeDoux, 1996; Alessandro, et al. 1996) . Conventionally, startle eyeblink sizes are measured by averaging startle eyeblink amplitude across all trials in a single condition. However, as past amygdala research has revealed a more dynamic, non-linear pattern of activity towards emotional stimuli (Phillips et al., 2001) , tracking single trial startle eyeblink amplitudes over time seems particularly relevant and worthwhile as they may ultimately reflect more nuanced amygdala patterns.
Yet, often individuals in startle experiments do not always exhibit a startle response that reaches criteria, especially after habituation, despite reporting increased arousal (Bradley, Lang, Cuthbert, 1993) . Past startle based research has dealt with these trials in two ways specifically, either by excluding these eye blink responses (Blumenthol, 2005) , or replacing these trials with an average startle amplitude (e.g., Bradley, Codispoti & Lang, 2006; Nelson, Hajcak & Shankman, 2015; Jiang et al., 2016) . Are these excluded trials devoid of amygdala activity? In relation to current conceptualizations of the amygdala they are likely not. To date, little is known about what exact neural processes are reflected in both above and below threshold startle single trials. Understanding whether below threshold startle trials are meaningful could provide a means to observe amygdala fluctuations over time in a more cost-effective, convenient and less resource intensive way than the only other option currently available-functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI).
In this study, the properties of both above and below threshold startle responses were examined in conjunction with their underlying neural activity. Emphasis was placed on understanding what startle amplitudes fluctuation reflect with respect to specific brain regions and event related potentials (ERPs), especially for non-response trials, to determine if these trials provided meaningful data with respect to amygdala activity. Results suggest that non-response startle trials exhibit identical underlying neural activity as valid startle trials, suggesting meaningful data specific to the amygdala is evident in all startle trials, regardless of whether they are traditionally deemed valid. Moreover, including all trials replicated past research that has demonstrated a quadratic relationship between amygdala fluctuation and responses to threatening compared to neutral stimuli over time.
Startle Probe Methodology to Date
Startle responses are captured and measured by eyeblink patterns in EMG recordings. Usually trials with a peak value larger than a predefined threshold (three standard deviations higher than mean eyeblink responses) are considered valid response trials (Brinkworth & Tucker, 2003) . Trials that do not reach criteria are considered invalid, or non-response trials (Bluementrol, 2005) . The size of a valid startle eyeblink has not been officially defined regarding magnitude and amplitude. When discussing a single trial, magnitude and amplitude are analogous. However, when discussing the average of multiple trials, magnitude and amplitude take on different meanings (Blumenthal, 2005) . Magnitude has been utilized when the average of multiple trials includes trials with zerovalues (Quevedo, et al., 2010; Hillman, Hsiao-Wecksler & Rosengren, 2005; Rhudy, et.cl., 2008) , while amplitude has been used when the average is computed with invalid trials excluded (Klorman, et.cl., 2002; Engelmann, Gewirtz & Cuthbert, 2011; Herbert, et.cl., 2006) . Other subjective approaches have been used to determine valid startle responses, for example, deflection and return to baseline in certain time intervals after stimuli (Klorman, et al., 2003) , minimum duration, (e.g. Quevedo, et al., 2010) , and log transforming the data (Forbes et al., 2005; Grad & Kring, 2007) . To date alternative methodology for determining starting criteria has been proposed (Bluementrol, 2005) , thus variations within startle results are inevitable from study to study.
Reporting non-response trials varies greatly across studies in terms of how many trials among total trials are labeled as non-response trials, from fewer than 5% (e.g. Meyer et al., 2014) to more than 90% (e.g. Klorman, et al., 2003; Quevedo, et al., 2010) . Given factors like habituation to startle probes, or subsections of the population that fail to elicit startle responses at all, many if not most of startle trials are often excluded from analyses. However, given past work on the amygdala, these varying amplitudes may still provide meaningful information that arguably should not be discarded. Thus, understanding the meaning of non-response trials and providing a method to include them would be a critical advance for studies employing this approach.
Neural ERP and Region markers can provide insight into the startle response
ERPs are often utilized to examine neural activity elicited in response to startle probes. Thus indexing ERP magnitudes is one way to examine whether there are differences between above and below threshold startle responses and whether below threshold responses are meaningful with respect to amygdala activity. Past research clearly indicates that the amygdala plays an integral role in emotional and attentional allocation processes. Thus two ERPs most often utilized to index the startle response are the N100, or the negative deflection that occurs around 100ms after the onset of startle probes, and the P300; the positive deflection that occurs around 300 ms after the onset of startle probes (Putnam & Roth, 1990; Roth, Dorato, & Kopell, 1984; Sugawara, Sadeghpour, Traversay, & Ornitz, 1994; Jiang et al., 2015) .
The N100 is utilized as an index of startle responses given its clear role in early sensory processing (Olofsson, et.cl. 2009 ); it has also been shown to be sensitive to arousal and the physical intensity of stimuli (Naatanen & Picton, 1987) . Similarly, the P300 appears to be a clear reflection of somewhat later stage attentional reorientation and encoding processes (Polich, 2007) ; given this, not surprisingly it too has been shown to fluctuate in relation to emotionally arousing stimuli (Cuthbert et al, 1998) . The P200 may also provide insight in to discrepancies between above and below threshold startle responses given its role in downstream emotional and cognitive processes (Somme, Molen & Pascalis, 2016) . Moreover, it has been implicated as a reliable measure of sensory motor gating, making it an additional measure of attentional allocation (Boutros, et.cl., 1999; Pascalis, Cozzuto & Russo, 2013) .
Understanding how these components relate to startle responses could provide insight into what exactly non-response trials mean. For example, if startle trials that are above or below threshold have similar N100 waveforms then it can be suggested that amygdala responses to arousing stimuli are similar between the two trial types, at least with respect to early sensory and emotional processes. Similarly, if below and above threshold trials have similar P200 and P300 waveforms, it's possible that these two trial types contain similar latter stage attentional and encoding processes with respect to the amygdala. Ultimately if ERP responses do not differentiate between these two types of startle trials, it could be posited that below threshold startle trials are just as meaningful as above threshold trials despite blink responses for these trials having smaller amplitudes and magnitudes.
In addition, given significant variability often found among ERPs, examining the shape of the N100, P200, and P300 curves, and isolating the neural generators of these waveforms could provide meaningful insight into whether above and below threshold trials are related. For example, although the ERP waveforms may differentiate between above and below threshold trials, if activation within the neural generator of the N100 time frame, e.g., within auditory cortex, is similar (Swick et al., 1994) , it's possible that above and below threshold responses may be analogous during this time period and similarly reflect amygdala activity accordingly. Likewise, if activation within the neural generators of the P200 or P300, e.g., within left superior temporal gyrus and parietotemporo-occipital cortex areas for P200 (Qiu et al., 2008) and parietal, inferior temporal, insula and frontal areas for P300 (Bledowski et al., 2004) , were different among above and below threshold trials it stands to reason that below threshold responses do not reflect amygdala activity compared to above threshold responses within this time period.
Study Overview
In this study, to obtain a direct association between startle amplitude neural activity startle eyeblink trials from all participants were randomized. Group analyses were conducted on valid trials and invalid trials independently using participants in an emotionally neutral condition. Comparisons between these valid and invalid responses were made regarding underlying neural activity.
METHODS

Participants
Seventy-seven white participants (35 males) completed the study for payment. The current analyses an additional 8 participants were excluded due to EEG outliers for startle responses, or if they had fewer than two acceptable startle responses to feedback stimuli.
Procedure
Participants were seated in front of a computer screen in a soundproofed chamber and were prepared for electroencephalographic and startle recording. Participants were randomly assigned to either a diagnostic math test (DMT) condition, a stressful and emotional context that renders negative goal-relevant stimuli as particularly threatening among women, or a control/problem-solving (PST) condition that is more emotionally neutral and stress free and where goal-relevant stimuli, while still positive or negative valence, is typically perceived as more neutral (i.e., the emotional reaction to positive or negative stimuli is more blunted). In the DMT condition, participants were told that they would be completing tasks that were diagnostic of their math intelligence, while in the PST condition, participants were told that they would be completing tasks that were diagnostic of different types of problem-solving techniques they prefer (Forbes & Leitner, 2014; Forbes et al., 2015) . After the instructions were read, participants completed a math feedback task for 34 minutes (described below).
Pre-Startle Task
Participants completed a 34 minute math task consisting of standard multiplication and division problems (e.g., 10x20=200). This ensured all participants would solve comparable numbers of problems correctly and incorrectly, allowing them to see equal amounts of positive and negative feedback. During each trial, participants were given three answer choices below each problem (A, B or C), with the answer to each problem randomly presented in one of the three answer positions on each trial. Participants were given 16 seconds to solve each problem without scratch paper. Participants made all answer selections via a button box placed in their laps. After each response, participants received feedback for 2 seconds that indicated whether their answer was wrong or correct. If participants were unable to answer a problem within the given 16 seconds they would receive negative (wrong) feedback.
EEG Recording
Continuous EEG activity was recorded using an ActiveTwo head cap and the ActiveTwo Biosemi system (BioSemi, Amsterdam, Netherlands). Recordings were collected from 128 Ag-AgCl scalp electrodes and from bilateral mastoids. Two electrodes were placed next to each other 1 cm below the right eye to record startle eye-blink responses. A ground electrode was established by BioSemi's common Mode Sense active electrode and Driven Right Leg passive electrode. EEG activity was digitized with ActiView software (BioSemi) and sampled at 2048 Hz. Data was downsampled post-acquisition and analyzed at 512 Hz.
Startle Acquisition and extraction
To elicit startle responses, a 40ms burst of white noise (100 db) was presented during the math feedback task through headphones (Bose Quietcomfort 25). During each startle trial, the startle probe elicited one second into the feedback presentation. Startle probes were presented randomly throughout the task. Startle responses were obtained from electromyographic (EMG) recordings of the right orbicularis occuli muscle using two Biosemi FLAT electrodes (BioSemi, Amsterdam, Netherlands). As with the EEG data, startle activity was digitized with ActiView software (Biosemi) and sampled at 2048 Hz. Data was downsampled post-acquisition and analyzed at 512 Hz. Eyeblink EMG data was then filtered by a 28 Hz high-pass FIR filter and then rectified. Peaks appearing between 20ms and 150ms after administration of the acoustic startle probe were operationalized as startle responses (Blumenthal, et al., 2005) . Startle trials with eyeblink peak value three standard deviations above the baseline mean (Ornitz, Hanna & de Traversay, 1992) were defined as valid startle response, while trials lower than three SD above the baseline mean were defined as non-response or zero-response trials.
EEG preprocessing
For startle response analyses EEG signal was epoched and stimulus locked from 500ms pre-feedback presentation to 2000ms post-feedback presentation. EEG artifacts were removed via FASTER (Fully Automated Statistical Thresholding for EEG artifact Rejection; Nolan, et.al., 2010) , an automated approach to cleaning EEG data that is based on multiple iterations of independent component and statistical thresholding analyses. In FASTER, EEG trials are down-sampled to 512 Hz, filtered by a 0.3 Hz highpass FIR filter, and baseline corrected using the time series from 100 ms preceding the onset of the tasks. All artifact components are identified and removed as a z-score for that variable, e.g., independent components are identified as eye blink components via their correlation with simultaneous EOG channels and are removed from the EEG signal. The N100 was scored as the average activity at FCz (where it was maximal) between 150-180 ms (when it was peak across all trials). The P200 was scored as the average activity at FCz between 220-260ms, and the P300 was scored as the average activity at CPz between 300-340 ms. EEG trials were recored according its relavant EMG eyeblink peak values, and were grouped as valid startle EEG trials and non-response EEG trials.
Source reconstruction
All a priori sources used were identified and calculated via forward and inverse models utilized by MNE-python (Gramfort et al., 2013 and Gramfort et al., 2014) . The forward model solutions for all source locations located on the cortical sheet were computed using a 3-layers boundary element model (BEM; Hä mä lä inen and Sarvas, 1989) constrained by the default average template of anatomical MNI MRI. Cortical surfaces extracted with FreeSurfer were sub-sampled to approximately 10,240 equally spaced vertices on each hemisphere. The noise covariance matrix for each individual was estimated from the prestimulus EEG recordings after preprocessing. The forward solution matrix and the data were whitened using the noise covariance matrix (Lin et al., 2006) . A linear inverse operator was then calculated using the noise covariance matrix and the whitened forward solution, and applied to the EEG data using a loose orientation constraint (loose = 0.2, depth = 0.8; Lin et al., 2006). The current estimates were then normalized to baseline, resulting in a dynamic statistical parametric mapping (dSPM) statistic (Dale et al., 2000) , which represents the power of activity within each cortical location (vertex). Then, dSPM values were averaged between certain time period, which is corresponding to specific ERP component, for all vertices for measuring the source-level amplitude. Finally, linear regression was conducted on startle eyeblink amplitude and source activity for every single vertex, an F-value map was generated to represent how closely the brain source activity is related the startle eyeblink amplitude.
RESULTS
Distribution of startle elicited eyeblink patterns
The distribution of startle elicited eyeblink patterns is represented in Figure 1 . Both the eyeblink peak value distribution ( Figure 1a) and distribution of the degree to which eyeblink peak values were larger than baseline (Figure 1b ) exhibit an approximate Poisson distribution. Reporting non-response trials varies greatly across studies in terms of how many trials among total trials are labeled as non-response trials, from fewer than 5% (e.g. Meyer et al., 2014) to more than 90% (e.g. Klorman, et al., 2003; Quevedo, et al., 2010) . In the present study, 70% of the startle eyeblink trials contained EMG peak values larger than twice the mean of the baseline, and 50% of the trials contained EMG peak values larger than three times the mean of the baseline. Thus, in the current study, half of all startle eyeblink trials did not reach the typical criterion used to label a response trial as above threshold.
ERPs Comparisons for Startle Reflex and Non-Response Startle Reflex ERPs
Based on the sheer number of trials that would normally be excluded it's imperative to examine whether these exclusions are warranted with respect to the intentions and goals of using the startle probe methodology, which is to measure amygdala activity in response to stimuli of interest. Thus we examined whether there was a difference among ERP waveforms thought to index startle responses, amygdala activity, with respect to trials that would normally be excluded compared to those that would normally be included. To do this we conducted a 2 (feedback type: correct or wrong) x 2 (valid trial: valid or non-response) repeated measures ANOVA on waveform amplitudes for N100, P200 and P300 respectively. Eight participants were removed from this test because they didn't elicit a startle response belongs to one of the startle type of four. For N100, results revealed a main effect for trial validity, F(1, 67) = 8.625, p = 0.005, where valid startle elicit larger N100 amplitude (M=-2.41, SD=0.45) compared to none-response startle trials SD=0.48) . No other main effect or interactive effects were found, p's > 0.234. For P200 and P300, no significant effects were found either in trial validity, feedback type, or interaction between the two (p's >0.385). Results indicated that participants would release identical startle amplitude regardless of the feedback type they received. Thus, we collapse all correct and wrong feedback startle trials together in following analyses. However, valid and none-response startle trials exhibit significant difference in N100 amplitude, but not in P200 and P300. Figure 2 represents the grand average ERP waveforms of valid (above threshold) and non-response (below threshold) startle reflex. ERPs were generated by averaging startle trials collapsed from all participants. Figure 1 . The distribution of startle response eyeblinks, (a) eyeblink peak value distribution, (b) the distribution of the degree to which eyeblink peak value was larger than baseline. Results showed that most of the startle eyeblink trials do not reach the common criterion to be labeled as a response trials. ERPs were averaged using startle trials collected from all participants. Significant difference in amplitude was found in N100 component between two types of startle trials, but not in P200 and P300 components.
Trial study on relationship between startle eyeblinks and amplitude of ERPs
We next examined the relationship between startle amplitudes and neural activity in a more sophisticate way, i.e. not only compare below and above threshold startle trials, but separate startle trials in much more levels in terms of their amplitudes. Then we tried to setup relationship between them using linear regression analyses. This also satisfied the increasing demand of analyzing startle fluctuation in dynamic way, in which understanding how startle eyeblink amplitude in relation to neural activity becomes important.
By knowing that valid startle trials have larger N100 amplitude than non-response startle reflex, we next hypothesize that startle eyeblink is associated with N100 amplitude (but not P200 and P300) in general, i.e. below threshold N100 contribute together/equally with above threshold startle N100 generating startle eyeblinks, just in lower amplitude. To test this, we categorized the startle trials EEG into groups in terms of their amplitude, and compare their amplitude with respected to ERP components. However, due to that for each participant, there are too few startle trials to group, we thus gather together all the startle trials regardless of participant, and then make an "artificial" ERPs by group the trials depend on their startle eyeblink amplitude only. More specifically, 1746 clean startle trials (regardless of their validity and feedback type), were collected across participants. Startle eyeblinks were sorted by amplitude. Every 50 startle trials were grouped together and ERPs were made by averaging the 50 trials of EEG. After sorting and averaging, 35 new trials of startle eyeblinks and ERPs were obtained. All startle trials were separated into a total of 35 groups. Startle eyeblink size was measured by averaging eyeblink peak amplitudes within each group. ERPs were measured by averaging every 50 trials of startle's EEG in each group. Linear regression analyses were conducted on the startle eyeblinks average peak amplitudes and N100, P200 and P300 potentials in each level respectively. Meaningful relationships were found between N100 potentials (p < 0.001) and startle eyeblink sizes. No effects were seen between P200 and P300 potentials (p's > 0.343) and startle eyeblink size. Complimenting initial ANOVA analyses, these findings suggest that N100 amplitudes exhibited a strong positive relationship with the size of eyeblink peak values (as eyeblink amplitudes increased, N100 amplitudes became more negative), and thus may reflect a linear relationship between amygdala activity and startle responses, regardless of whether the trial would be considered traditionally above or below threshold. These patterns were not reflected in the P200 and P300 components. 
Trial study on relationship between startle eyeblinks and source activity
By knowing that startle eyeblink sizes are strongly correlated to N100 amplitude, regardless of above or below threshold trials. We further hypothesized that brain activity in specific regions, which are supposed to highly interconnected with amygdala, are also strongly associated with startle eyeblink amplitude in N100 time period. This relationship should be also generalized without considering the validity of startle trials. To test this, a data-driven approach was utilized to examine whether there were similar relationships between startle amplitudes and the neural generators of the different components. Finding meaningful linear relationships across trial type would serve as indication that startle amplitudes, regardless of whether they were above threshold, served as a proxy for amygdala activity that varied in intensity. Specifically, linear regression analyses were conducted on brain activity (in dSPM values) elicited in response to startle probes delivered during presentation of feedback. To map a comprehensive representation of the relationship between brain activity and startle eyeblinks, linear regression analyses were conducted on all 20,480 vertices equally distributed on cortical surfaces of each brain. Multiple comparisons/false discovery rates were accounted for by correcting all p-values with Benjamini-Hochberg procedures (Benjamini & Hochberg, 1995) . Significant relationship were found using threshold of corrected p-value less than 0.05. Both positive and negative relationships were found. Among the 20,480 vertices, approximately 15% revealed negative relationships with respect to startle eyeblinks. After p-value correction, only small numbers of vertices showed significant negative relationship in all three ERP components. Thus, only positive relationship was represented in our results. Figure 4 displays regions that exhibited significant relationships between brain vertices and startle eyeblinks (corrected p-value<.05).
Source analyses demonstrated that within the N100 time interval, brain regions that were strongly associated startle eyeblink size were the primary and secondary auditory cortex, premotor cortex, occipital cortex, dorsal anterior cingulate cortex (dACC), posterior cingulate cortex (PCC), somatosensory cortex, and medial temporal cortex. Activation within the auditory cortex may be related to auditory evoked potentials as the startle response was elicited with a blast of noise (e.g., Papanicolaou et al., 1990 ). Past research has described activation in the premotor and primary somatosensory cortex have been reported as major contributors in the startle response. Premotor cortex activation has also been elicited as an aversive response to novel and potentially harmful stimuli and orientation of attention to the planning of motor execution (Kim et al., 1999; Hari et al., 1982) . Relating directly to what the startle response indexes, medial temporal cortex activity has been shown to be directly linked to amygdala activity. This activity has been consistently implicated in perception and response to the danger and threat (LeDoux, 1996; Williams & Gordon, 2007) . dACC, PCC and somatosensory cortexes are have also been shown to be highly correlated with amygdala activity. For example, fear potentials reportedly spread to the occipital cortex immediately after the first transient activity elicited in amygdala (Krolak-Salmon et al., 2004) . dACC has been shown to be related to detecting impending danger (Eisenberger & Cole, 2012) in addition to modulating danger-related neural networks (Das et al., 2005) . PCC may serve an evaluative function for the sensory events (Wyss et al., 2014) . Our results indicated that within the time frame of N1, startle reflex strength regulated a large amount of physiological reactions that were widespread in the whole brain. Moreover, large areas of brain regions that are directly correlated to amygdala activity demonstrated the importance of the amygdala in determining the size of the startle eyeblink reflex.
Source analyses demonstrated that within the P200 and P300 time interval, there were also neural regions that exhibited a significant relationship with startle eyeblink amplitude. For example, medial prefrontal cortex (mPFC) and superior frontal cortex (SFC) in P2 and superior frontal extending to ACC, middle frontal gyrus, superior temporal/temporoparietal junction (TPJ), and superior parietal gyrus (SPG) cortices in P3. However, due to the few brain regions found in P2 and P3, this time period may not be as meaningful. In other words, brain activation in P2 and P3 time window does not show meaningful differences with respect to startle eyeblink amplitude.
Overall, results suggest that startle eyeblink amplitude fluctuation only manifests as a fluctuation in brain activity within the N100 time interval, but not P200 and P300. By collapsing all startle trials together, we found that large amount of brain regions, among which a lot of them are highly interconnected with amygdala, were strongly associated with startle eyeblink amplitude. Findings indicate the fluctuation of these large areas of brain regions contributes together to generate the fluctuation of N100. More importantly, results suggest that even for below threshold startle trials, the brain in large areas may still activated, but only in a lower manner in amplitude. Large amount of brain regions, among which a lot of them are highly interconnected with amygdala, were strongly associated with startle eyeblink amplitude in only N100 time interval, but not in P200 and P300. Results shed light on how brain activity related to startle eyeblink amplitude in twofold: first, even for below threshold startle trials, the brain in large areas may still activated in N100 time interval, but only in a lower manner in amplitude; second, below and above threshold startle trials elicit identical activity in most of the brain regions in P200 and P300 time interval.
DISCUSSION
Past research using startle probe methodologies often employ standards that require them to exclude large numbers of trials from their analyses due to factors like habituation and failure to exhibit startle responses among subsets of the population. Yet based on fMRI studies and principles of neural function it stands to reason that amygdala activity, i.e., what startle responses reflect, does not cease to exist on these trials. In this study, neural activity to above and below threshold startle responses were compared with respect to ERPs to obtain a better understanding of how and whether startle responses differ in meaningful ways and/or represent linear aspects of amygdala activation in response to feedback. Results indicated that the N1 component may represent the startle response optimally (i.e., amygdala activity) and to that extent, how above and below threshold startle responses represent linear aspects of the same amygdala response (i.e., less or more amygdala activity). Specifically, when all startle trials from all participants were extracted and grouped according to eyeblink amplitudes, findings indicated that N1 amplitudes predicted startle eyeblink amplitudes, while P2 and P3 amplitudes did not. Source analyses corroborated these findings, demonstrating that within the N1 time interval, source activity in regions typically interconnected with the amygdala and implicated in the startle response exhibited a linear relationship with startle amplitudes. However, during P2 and P3 time intervals, very few brain regions were found to be associated with startle eyeblink amplitude. Given this it can be argued that brain activity during the N1 time interval most likely reflects amygdala activity and that both above and below threshold startle responses reflect amygdala activity as well.
Importantly, our findings suggest that excluding below threshold startle trials could ultimately mask meaningful patterns and fluctuations in amygdala activity otherwise present in a given experiment. While past research utilizing startle probe methodologies found marked linear decreases in amygdala responses to stimuli over time, i.e., a habituation effect, past research in fMRI has revealed meaningful non-linear activations in the amygdala that fluctuates over time in response to positive and negatively valanced stimuli (Phillips et al., 2001) . We have uncovered similar patterns as well by including below threshold trials in some of our past work.
For instance, Forbes et al. (2018) exposed men and women to a manipulation that made the situation particularly stressful for women and rendered negative (compared to positive) feedback received in these contexts as threatening. When below threshold startle trials were excluded, and several subjects were excluded for not having sufficient numbers of above threshold startle trials, analyses revealed a linear relationship indicating that all subjects elicited larger startle responses to negative feedback, and women elicited larger startle responses in general compared to men. When including below threshold trials, however, quadratic over time models indicated that startle amplitudes significantly fluctuated only for women in the stressful condition and in response to negative feedback specifically, which was hypothesized to be more threatening in these contexts (and thus more likely to evoke amygdala activity). Inclusion of the below threshold startle trials thus yielded a much more nuanced understanding of the complex relationship between the amygdala and stressful experiences in specific contexts that otherwise are not evident when analyses excluded below threshold trials.
Source and linear regression analyses conducted on the N1 time interval not only revealed linear relationships between activity in a given region and above and below threshold startle trials, but they yielded activity in regions heavily interconnected with the amygdala, and regions thought to be a part of a broader, amygdala centric network involved in attentional reorientation and allocation and arousal in general. This can be further verified by connectivity-based analysis (Liu et al., 2011; Liu et al., 2012; Liu et al., 2013) . Specifically, past literature have shown that amygdala activity modulates in the large amount of brain regions, e.g. auditory cortex, occipital cortex, premotor cortex hippocampus, anterior cingulate cortex (ACC), and posterior cingulate cortex (PCC), modulating the startle reflex accordingly (Medford & Nick, 2010; Lee, Younglim, 1997 , Cristina, et al., 2009 . Bolstering this rich literature, in this study regression analyses yielded significant activity within primary and secondary auditory cortex, premotor cortex, occipital cortex, dorsal anterior cingulate cortex (dACC), posterior cingulate cortex (PCC), somatosensory cortex, and medial temporal cortex.
Amygdala activity has been shown to orchestrate whole brain dynamics in the presence of a threat, such as a startle probe, as it is often described as a regulator of the stress response and a hub for emotional processing . For example, medial temporal cortex activity has been shown to be directly linked to amygdala activity (Liu et al., 2015; Amey et al., 2018) . This activity has been consistently implicated in perception and response to the danger and threat (LeDoux, 1996; Williams & Gordon, 2007; Eldawud et al., 2016) . dACC, PCC and somatosensory cortexes have also been shown to be highly correlated with amygdala activity. For example, fear potentials reportedly spread to the occipital cortex immediately after the first transient activity elicited in amygdala (Krolak-Salmon et al., 2004) . dACC has been shown to be related to detecting impending danger (Eisenberger & Cole, 2012) in addition to modulating danger-related neural networks (Das et al., 2005) . In sum, the downstream activity of amygdala activation orchestrates activity of the hippocampus, and areas in the cortex, including dorsal and ventral aspects of anterior cingulate and prefrontal cortex, bilateral insular cortex and bilateral middle frontal gyri (LaBar & Cabeza, 2006; Bush, Luu, & Posner, 2000; Kim, 2011; Murty, Ritchey, Adcock, & LaBar, 2010; Zald et al., 1998; He et al., 2019) . When the present analyses focused on the N100 time period, results supported these past conjectures, in addition to expanding on them as we were able to index this deep brain activity by using regions closer to the scalp as a proxy. Results indicated that within the time frame of N1, startle reflex strength regulated a large amount of physiological reactions that were widespread in the whole brain. However, considering the significant involvement of the amygdala in startle and emotional responses in very early stage of startle reflex (LeDoux, 1996; Alessandro, et cl. 1996) , suggesting that in N1 time interval, startle eyeblink size may represent amygdala activity rather than any other cognitive processes.
In the current study, for P200 and P300, there were no meaningful differences between amplitudes or neural generator activation between these two waveforms with respect to startle eyeblink amplitude. In past literatures, P300 was thought to index attentional and initial memory storage events (Polich, 2007) , and P2 has been previously associated with later emotional cognitive processes (Somme, Molen & Pascalis, 2016) and sensory motor gating (Boutros, et.cl., 1999; Pascalis, Cozzuto & Russo, 2013; Zhu et al., 2019) . Our results might suggest that regardless of the initial response to the startle stimulus, individuals may still elicit enough attention to the stimulus presented. Habituation is usually found in startle eyeblink tracking; thus, these habituated trials are often excluded.
The finding in present study also illustrates that below threshold startle reflexes may only represent devaluation in terms of emotional or sensory reaction -these trials, on the contrary, result in almost identical attentional arousal level in comparison to above threshold startle trials.
In this study, regression analysis was conducted on startle trials collected from multiple participants, i.e. ERPs were created by averaging trials with similar startle eyeblink sizes, but not by averaging trials extracted from same individual. In this case, the amplitude of ERPs indexes only direct physiological association with startle eyeblink amplitude. Individual differences, context, and environment noise were not considered. Future studies will work on the role individual differences play in tracking startle eyeblink amplitudes and their relationships with cognitive functions. This study contained many non-response startle trials (about 50%), more than usually reported in past literature. One possible reason may be that solving complex math problems before receiving startle stimulus may occupied participants working memory, decreasing attentional resources. This decrease in attentional resources may have reduced the startle reflex eyeblink sizes.
Although thousands of trials were used in our analyses, providing a means to isolate deeper signals in the brain, it is also always important with respect to EEG to stress caution in interpretation of results related to specific brain regions given the spatial limitations inherent in the methodology. Nevertheless, by using a high-density electrode array, employing an advanced source bayesian analytic approach including dSPM inverse operators, and confining analyses to regions closer to the cortical surface, it is possible to make accurate assumptions about contributions from specific brain regions (Cohen, 2014) .
Using a temporal-spatial data-driven approach (Mantena et al., 2009) , results indicate fluctuating startle eyeblink amplitude could approximate fluctuating amygdala activity. Previously, startle eyeblink amplitude has had a limited role in measuring fluctuating activity in the amygdala. Findings suggest that non-response startle eyeblink amplitudes can provide meaningful data, as non-response trials were shown to exhibit meaningful patterns within the N100 time period, equivalent to that of valid response trials. Although detailed mechanisms of startle eyeblink fluctuation are still unclear, these attention and memory process within self-threatening contexts, e.g. stressful situation in this study, may cause later increases in amygdala activity, and consequently startle responses. Future studies could be placed on how these ERP components may contribute to this effect. Results shed light on why it is still important to include these non-response startle trials in analyses providing evidence from both neural signatures and over time analyses. Valuable contributions to this question can be answered by future work describing how low amplitude non-startle response trials can be affected by cognitive processing and provide insight into underlying amygdala activity.
